Abstract. We prove a conjecture of Duke on the number of elliptic curves over the rationals of bounded height which have exceptional primes. (2000): 11G05.
PROPOSITION 2. Let C 3 2az6X Then ji 3 X j C 3 X 3 yX 2 log 2 X X THEOREM. For any e b 0, jiX j C 2 C 3 X 3 yX 2e Y so the conjecture (1) holds with constant C C 2 C 3 .
The main tools come from earlier work of Serre [S1] , where he proved his theorem for curves with non-integral j-invariant, and Mazur's work on the possible rational isogenies of E [M1] , [M2] , [M3] . We proceed by covering iX by sets whose orders we can bound.
Using modular curves, in the ¢rst section we address i p X for p b 3. Propositions 1 and 2 are proved by more hands-on methods in Sections 2 and 3, and then in the ¢nal section we prove the theorem.
Bounds for Primes Greater than 3
We ¢rst recall that if E is the elliptic curve y 2 x 3 Ax BY then its discriminant DE À164A 3 27B 2 T 0, and its j-invariant jE is given by À2 12 Á 3 3 Á A 3 aDE. Hence, if E P gX , then DE yX 6 and HjE yX 6 , where if aY b are relatively prime integers, the height Haab maxjajY jbj. Recall that jE determines the Q-isomorphism class of E, but all the twists of E over Q have the same j-invariant. If jE T 0Y 1728, then E only has quadratic twists of the form y 2 x 3 At 2 x Bt 3 Y for some t P Q Â . Therefore, if E P gX is the curve in its Q-isomorphism class of smallest height, and jE T 0Y 1728, then E has at most 2X aHE 1a6 twists in gX . So it will be convenient to separately consider g 0 X fE P gX j jE 0g, and g 1728 X fE P gX j jE 1728g.
We now want to study ji p X j for each prime p. For p X 5, we will proceed in a crude fashion (which nonetheless suf¢ces for our theorem), ¢rst counting rational points on modular curves of bounded j-invariant, and then accounting for twists. Hence it is easier to consider i
Let X p be the complete modular curve of level p, which parameterizes elliptic curves together with chosen bases of Ep. Recall the following from [S3, p. 194] , [M1] , [M2] . The group GL 2 ZapZ acts on X p, and if L is a subgroup of GL 2 ZapZ such that the determinant map L 3 ZapZ Ã is surjective, then X paL is a curve de¢ned over Q, whose non-cuspidal Q-rational points parameterize elliptic curves E over Q with Gp contained in a conjugate of L. Furthermore, the function
where j is the j-invariant, is a morphism over Q, which is of degree jGL 2 ZapZjajLj if ÀI P L.
Recall that if E is an elliptic curve over Q, that by the non-degeneracy of the Weil pairing, the image of Gp under the determinant map is all of ZapZ Ã . Then [S1, shows that if E is an elliptic curve over Q such that p is exceptional, then either Ep is reducible over Q, or Gp does not contain a transvection, i.e., an element of the form 1 1 0 1 with respect to some basis. Indeed, for p X 5, it is shown in [S2] that either p is not exceptional, or Gp is contained in a Borel subgroup of GL 2 ZapZ, in a normalizer of a split or non-split Cartan subgroup, or projects to a copy of the symmetric group 4 in PGL 2 ZapZ. So if p is exceptional, it gives rise to a rational non-cuspidal point of the corresponding curves X 0 p, X split p, X nonÀsplit p, and X 4 p. These are of degree p 1, pp 1a2, pp À 1a2, and p 2 À 1pa24 over X 1. For information about what is known about rational points of these curves, see [M1] , [M2] . All we will use is a result of Mazur ([M3] , Corollary 4.4), which shows that for p X 17, an elliptic curve over Q with Ep reducible over Q has potentially good reduction at all primes other than 2.
For p X 5, we can now bound ji H p X j in a sequence of lemmas. LEMMA 1. [S3, pp. 132^133] . Let C be a curve of genus g over Q, and let f X C 3 P 1 be a morphism de¢ned over Q of degree d. Let BX denote the Q-rational points P of C such that Hf P W X. Then, if g 0, jBX j yX 2ad ; if g 1, jBX j ylogX ra2 , where r is the Mordell^Weil rank of the Jacobian of C;
and if g X 2, then jBX j y1.
ELLIPTIC CURVES WITH EXCEPTIONAL PRIMES
LEMMA 2. Suppose S is a set of elliptic curves over Q with j-invariant not 0 or 1728. Set SX S gX . If there is an a X 0, such that for all X , the number of Q-isomorphism classes in SX is yX a , then for any e b 0, jSX j yX mx1Yae X Proof. Let k be a positive integer such that 1ak`e. Let S i X contain those E P SX such that HE is minimal in its Q-isomorphism class, and such that
ai1ak , the total number of curves in SX whose Q-isomorphism class is represented by a curve of minimal height in S i X is yX aÀ1iakaak1 , so jSX j is yX e , where e mx
If a X 1, then the maximum occurs at i k À 1, giving e a 1ak`a e. However, if a`1, the maximum is achieved at i 0, giving e 1 aak1 1ak`1 e.
LEMMA 3. For any prime p X 7, and any e b 0,
Proof. Recall for E P gX , HjE yX 6 . So we can bound the number of Q-isomorphism classes in i p X by counting the Q-rational points on X 0 p, X split p, X nonÀsplit p, and X 4 p, with j-invariant yX 6 . Since p X 7, the minimal degree of these curves over X 1 is p 1, hence by Lemma 1 the number of Q-isomorphism classes of E P gX À g 0 X À g 1728 X which are exceptional at p is yX 12ap1 X By Lemma 2 we are done.
To tackle i p X for p 2Y 3Y 5, we need the following.
LEMMA 4. Let K be a number ¢eld, I be the set of non-zero integral ideals of K, and N the norm from K to Q. Then (a) For any a b 1, [L, p. 132] , that the number of s P I with Ns W X is yX , say with implied constant M. We are trying to bound
By the convergence of the Dedekind z-function z K at a, the last sum is yX .
(b) Here we are trying to bound
and the lemma follows since a Tauberian theorem [P, p. 26] , applied to z K , gives
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3, E P i H 5 X gives rise to a rational point on X 0 5, X split 5, X nonÀsplit 5, or X 4 5. In the ¢rst three cases, as in the proof of Lemma 3, there are only yX 2e possible such curves in gX . So we will assume from now on that E P i 5 X is a curve with AB T 0 such that G5 projects under p X GL 2 Za5Z 3 PGL 2 Za5Z to a group G G5aG5 Za5Z Â Á I that is isomorphic to 4 . We will count such E in three steps. In
Step I we produce a sextic (3) over Q whose splitting ¢eld is the ¢xed ¢eld K in QE5 of G5 Za5Z Â Á I. In
Step II we derive a quintic polynomial ht over Q which splits in K, and show that it must have a rational root. In
Step III we show that the number of E P i H 5 X that give rise to an ht with a rational root is yX 4a3e .
Step I. Let E5 H be the non-trivial points of E5. It is well-known that
H g is the ¢xed ¢eld in QE5 of G5 fAEIg. We claim that L is also Qfxu À x2uju P E5 H g, where 2 is the multiplication-by-2 map on E. It suf¢ces to show that xu À x2u takes on 12 distinct values as u varies in E5
H . Towards this end, recall that the x-coordinates of the points of E5 H are roots of a 12th degree polynomial, described, for instance, in [Si p. 105 Step II: The Weil pairing forces a primitive ¢fth-root of unity m to be in QE5. Since the determinant of ÀI is 1, m is also in L. Likewise, since the determinant
because there is no normal subgroup of R of index 4. Hence all of Za5Z Â Á I is contained in G5.
Plugging t 1as into (3), and multiplying by s 6 aD 2 gives
Let s I 1axu À x2u 2 be a chosen root of g, and let H be the subgroup of G that ¢xes Qs I . Since Qs I X Q W 6, jHj X 4. So if H H P G5 is the inverse image of H under p, then jH H j X 16. But if we take some v P E5 H so that fvY ug is an ordered basis for E5, then H H is contained in the upper triangular matrices, a group of order 80. Since jH H j is prime to 5, it must be a group of order 16, so jHj 4, and Qs I X Q 6. Furthermore, H H is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the upper triangular matrices, so taking a conjugate subgroup, and replacing v if necessary, we can assume H H is the subgroup of diagonal matrices. One sees then that H is a cyclic group of order 4.
The following manipulations are quite classical, related to X 5 being the icosahedral cover of X 1 [Kl] . We will follow the more recent text [Ki] .
Let r be chosen so that
BaD 3 is a square root of
It is then shown in [Ki, p. 108 ] that the so-called Brioshi quintic
has roots
, where the indices are taken mod 5, and where the other roots of the sextic (4) are
for 0 W k W 4. The quintic whose roots are the squares of those in (5) We now want to show that h has a rational root. Since K X Q is prime to 5, h is not irreducible over Q, so it suf¢ces to show that it has an irreducible quartic factor over Qs I . To see this, we have to determine the action of GalKaQs I on the roots of (4).
Note that m k r À 1am k r, 0 W k W 4, are the roots of the quintic iw w 5 5w 3 5w 11 125aDs 3 I over Qs I . By (6), these roots are in a 2-power extension of K, so iw can only have irreducible factors over Qs I of degree a power of 2, so it must have a linear factor. Let r now be chosen so that r À 1ar in in Qs I . Hence, Qs I Y raQs I is at most a quadratic extension. Note that (6) says K is a sub¢eld of Qs I Y rY m, and since m is not in K, K must be a proper sub¢eld. Likewise, 5 p a P Qs I . So we have a sequence of ¢elds, where each extension is quadratic: , where the indices are taken mod 5. So ht factors over Qs I as a linear times a quartic factor, and ht has a root in Q.
Step III: Taking t zaD in ht and multiplying by D 5 gives z 2 10z 45 2 z À 2 10 Á 3 6 B 2 aDX 7
So if a rational root to (7) By assumption on E, AB T 0, and E has only quadratic twists. We will ¢rst assume that E P gX is the curve in its Q-isomorphism class of minimal height with pG5 isomorphic to 4 [Si] p. 355 for properties of the Tate curve). So if P b r is a prime, then P T jord p q. Hence by properties of the Tate curve, for all P b r, GalKEPaK contains a transvection [S1, , hence so does GalQEPaQ. By the theorem of Mazur quoted in Section 1, since r X 13, and E has multiplicative reduction at p b 2, EP is irreducible for P b r. Therefore E is not exceptional for all P b r, and (21) holds. Putting together (20), and Lemmas 3 and 5, since it is easy to see that g 0 X i 3 X and g 1728 X i 2 X , we have from (21) that jiX j ji 2 X i 3 X j yX 2e X
The proof now follows from Propositions 1 and 2, and the observation that ji 2 X i 3 X j yX 2 log 2 X X 22
Indeed, we saw in the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 that the only curves in i 2 X and i 3 X which contribute to the dominant terms in the statements of the propositions are those which have a rational two-torsion point and those of the form y 2 x 3 B. For y 2 x 3 B to have a rational 2-torsion point forces B to be a cube, and there are only yX such of absolute value bounded by X 3 . Therefore (22), and the theorem, follow.
